Our Signature Transit Shelter Series delivers a look that’s distinctively unique for your bus shelter project, reflecting the character of your community – from our popular Sunset and Voyager designs, to the angular and modern Empire series, to many customized options reflected in our Pacific, Orion, Laguna, and Crown Pointe lines. Our experienced team works closely with you, using our cutting-edge CAD design software to develop a custom look that adds value to your streetscape while creating a connection with your community and its public transit patrons.

Why settle for off-the-shelf? With Tolar’s Signature Transit Series, your community’s outdoor environment will be transformed into a memorable public space that creates a true Sense of Place™ for years to come.

**Key Features:**

- Fully customizable modular bus stop shelter
- Affordable, purpose-driven design
- Exciting alternative to generic, “we’ve seen it before” styles
- Choose from various roof lines: angled flat, cantilever, radius curves and more
- Collaborative transit shelter and street furniture design process
- Available with or without and advertising media display kiosk (Illuminated kiosks are available with static or digital displays and can be powered using traditional power or solar)
- Customized accessories and colors to match your current branding
- Bus shelter lengths starting at 8 feet; widths starting at 4 feet
- Made in the USA and Buy America compliant
SIGNATURE TRANSIT SHELTERS ON THE STREETS
SIZE AND DESIGN OPTIONS

Here are just a few examples of unique Signature designs and creative styles developed for clients across the country who desired a look that emphasized their community’s distinctive appeal:

SIGNATURE PACIFIC FOR VICTORVILLE, CA
Simple and strong, this modern look is a bright addition to any community’s streetscape.
- 14’ radius roof with white Lexan roof panels
- Perforated metal walls
- 8’ perforated metal bench and integrated trash receptacle
- Two-color powder coat finish
- Also available in an advertising configuration

SIGNATURE VINTAGE FOR LITTLE ROCK, AR
A design that reflects the community’s history with supporting lamp posts and acorn lamps.
- 17’ dome roof with aluminum panels
- Twin solar-lit back-to-back advertising kiosks on end walls
- Etched ducks on the 3/8” rear glass walls
- Trolley stop identification sign
- 6’ steel strap bench with back

SIGNATURE EMPIRE FOR DES MOINES, IA
Designed like an open-beam lodge, this design is a modification to our Tolar Sierra Shelter line.
- 12’ angled flat roof with 1/8” aluminum roof panels
- Open beam ceiling
- Flat back-to-back media display kiosk with LED illumination
- Angled back wall with custom frit glass and integrated map case
- 6’ Mesa bench with recycled plastic slats in an aluminum frame

SIGNATURE SUNSET FOR SAN DIEGO, CA
This shelter features aluminum construction for durability and a sleek contemporary look.
- 17’ open-style shelter with advertising panels
- Radius roof and perforated metal walls
- Premium powder-coat finish with protective clear coat
- Flat back-to-back advertising kiosk
- Mesa aluminum framed bench and pole mounted receptacles
- Dusk to dawn solar illumination in the advertising kiosk and roof

SIGNATURE VOYAGER FOR MONTEREY PARK, CA
This spoke-style cantilever shelter is perfect for locations with site constraints.
- Surface mount and below grade options
- Grid or PV-powered illumination options
- Open, perforated aluminum or tempered glass walls
- Optional digital or static media display kiosk
- Benches with or without backs and anti-vagrant bar

These styles are representative of product options within this series. Visit www.tolarmg.com for additional ideas, options and specifications.